In conjoint analysis, interaction effects characterize how preference for the level of one product attribute is dependent on the level of another attribute. When interaction effects are negligible, a main effects fractional factorial experimental design can be used to reduce data requirements and survey cost. This is particularly important when the presence of many parameters or levels makes full factorial designs intractable. However, if interaction effects are relevant, main effects design can create biased estimates and lead to erroneous conclusions. This work investigates consumer preference interactions in the nontraditional context of visual choicebased conjoint analysis, where the conjoint attributes are parameters that define a product's shape. Although many conjoint studies assume interaction effects to be negligible, they may play a larger role for shape parameters. The role of interaction effects is explored in two visual conjoint case studies. The results suggest that interactions can be either negligible or dominant in visual conjoint, depending on consumer preferences. Generally, we suggest using randomized designs to avoid any bias resulting from the presence of interaction effects.
Introduction
When developing a design solution, engineers often find information about the preferences of their target users to be extremely useful. Conjoint analysis [1] is among the most popular preference elicitation methods used to gather data and construct quantitative models of consumer preference for product attributes. In conjoint analysis, data are collected from consumers in the form of product surveys. These surveys are controlled experiments that present participants with multiple hypothetical product profiles chosen to span the space of product attributes without conflating them [2] . This allows for the estimation of both main effects (describing preference for the levels of a product's attributes) and interaction effects (describing how preference for the level of one product attribute is dependent on the level of another attribute). Researchers can create surveys using a subset of all possible profiles to estimate specific effects when other effects are believed to be negligible. This results in a smaller survey size; however, if the effects that were assumed to be negligible are in fact significant, estimates will be biased [3] .
In this work, case studies are used to investigate the validity of ignoring interaction effects for conjoint analysis cases that involve shape attributes. The goal of this work is to provide improved clarity about how the inclusion or exclusion of interaction effects can impact the performance of consumer preference models of product shape constructed through visual conjoint analysis.
Previous Work
There are several examples of conjoint analysis, as well as other methods, being used to model consumer preference for shape attributes [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Green and Srinivasan suggested that interaction effects are important in situations that involve surveying sensory phenomena, styling, and esthetic features [10] . The literature on multi-attribute utility theory has also emphasized the importance of nonlinear effects [11] [12] [13] [14] . In some situations, missing interaction effects can seriously bias parameter estimates and result in faulty conclusions, while in other situations the inclusion of interaction effects offers little value with added cost and complexity. Additionally, the inclusion of interaction effects can add variance in parameter estimation which can negatively impact model performance [15] .
In the following case studies, several different preference models with and without interaction effects are explored. Multiple goodness of fit measures are provided for each model in order to get a better understanding of how interaction effects influence the performance of visual conjoint based models. Contrary to previous findings, this work shows that interaction effects can have a major impact on model performance.
Approach
Here, the random utility discrete choice modeling approach, which assumes that each consumer selects among the set of product alternatives available the one that provides the greatest utility, is followed. A standard maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) [16] is applied to identify the part-worth values that best match observed choice data collected via choice-based conjoint questions. To evaluate the performance of alternative utility function forms that either include or ignore interactions, the log-likelihood (LL), hit rate (HR), and mean absolute share error (MASE) for hold out samples are reported. HR is calculated by comparing the observed choices with the alternative of highest observable utility in each choice set [17] . Each time the observed selection matches the alternative with the highest observable utility counts as a hit-otherwise it is a miss. MASE is used to evaluate how well the observed share of choices matches the predicted share of choices. It is calculated by taking the average of the absolute difference between the observed and predicted share for each design alternative. Together these metrics are used to evaluate the overall performance of the utility models in each of the following case studies.
Case Studies Case 1: Vase Shape Preference Illustration
Methodology. This simplified example is used to illustrate the potential importance of interactions and their impact on model performance. In order to make this illustration as clear as possible, a simple model was developed using simulated response data. Visual conjoint studies often use outlines and silhouettes to represent product shape. The subject of this illustration is the outline of a flower vase. The vase consists of the four B ezier curves depicted in Fig. 1 . The control points of the B ezier curves are parameterized so that three attributes of the vase vary. These attributes are the top to bottom width ratio, the height to average width ratio, and the curvature of the sides. Symmetry is enforced between curves 2 and 4. Each attribute has three levels. The attributes are depicted in Fig. 2 .
The three attributes, each with three levels, yield 27 possible profiles. Each of the 27 profiles was scored based on the main attribute levels and the interaction between the height to average width ratio and side curvature attributes. Table 1 shows the scores associated with each level of the attributes and the significant interactions. These scores were used to simulate response data from 102 subjects. For each choice set, the simulated respondents selected the alternative with the highest score. In the event of a tie, respondents distributed their selections evenly over the highest rated alternatives. Two of the respondents provided some variance by ensuring each alternative was selected at least once. There are three possible outcomes for the selections {100,1,1}, {50,50,2}, or {34,34,34}.
In order to estimate main and interaction effects, a full factorial of 27 choice sets was developed. Kuhfeld's SAS macros [18] were used to organize the 81 profiles (three full factorial groups) into 27 choice sets (three different 100% D-efficient, nine question surveys) with three alternatives each resulting in an 100% D-efficient 27-question survey. SAS was used to design 27 additional questions as a hold out sample for the 27-question survey. An example trial is depicted in Fig. 3 . Two alternative models are proposed in this section, one with interaction terms and one without.
Results-Negligible Interactions. A solution to each of the MLE models was obtained using the modified quasi-Newton method implemented in the fminunc function of MATLAB. In this scenario, interaction effects were not included in the ratings. The part-worth model results are presented in Table 2 . Higher HR values indicate a higher degree of fit with the data. As MASE approaches 0% so does the difference between the observed and predicted choice shares.
The HR and MASE for the main effects model are comparable to the first-order interaction effects model, suggesting these effects have little influence on these fit metrics.
Results-Significant Interactions. In this scenario, ratings were based on the attribute values as well as the interaction between the height to average width ratio and side curvature attributes. Here, MATLAB was again used to find solutions to each of the MLE models. The part-worth model results are presented in Table 3 . Due to the inclusion of interactions in the ratings, the main effects models were not sufficient to accurately estimate preference. As a result, there is a sizable difference in performance between the models that included interactions and the ones that did not. The interaction effects model performed better on all metrics than the main effects model.
Together these examples illustrate how interactions can be either crucial or negligible when developing an accurate model of consumer preference. Because the attributes that make up a shape are so interconnected it is likely, perhaps more so than with functional attributes, that interactions will be an important part of expressed preference. The significance of interactions in a visual conjoint model can also depend on how a shape is parameterized. Interactions have been shown to be critical when a shape is modeled with one representation and negligible when the same shape Level Height-width ratio Â curvature Transactions of the ASME is modeled with a different representation [19] . As such, the significance of interactions terms in visual conjoint models depends not only on the shape and preferences for that shape but also on the way the shape is parameterized. Shape parameterization is an important consideration when designing representations in visual conjoint studies.
Case 2: Vehicle Shape Preference
Methodology. The first case was a simple example designed to illustrate how interaction effects can be either critical or negligible and how modeling decisions can impact performance. It is often difficult to know the extent that interaction effects will matter in a given situation beforehand, particularly in visual conjoint applications. Single surveys that are capable of estimating all main and interaction effects for every individual are often too large to be practical. An alternative approach is to use a randomized survey design for each participant. With a large enough sample, randomized surveys are capable of estimating both main and interaction effects.
In this case, randomized surveys are issued to real participants in order to capture their preference for vehicle shape. The subject of this study is a vehicle design depicted by line drawing silhouettes built using the scheme developed by Tseng et al. [8] . An example of the vehicle representation is shown in Fig. 4 .
As shown in Fig. 4 , these representations are the composition of eight B ezier curves. The control points of the curves are parameterized in a manner that allows several major features of the design to be varied continuously. In this study, four attributes were varied, the ground clearance, body height, hood length, and trunk length. These attributes are depicted in Fig. 5 . Each of the four attributes consisted of three levels. The lower and upper bounds on each of the attributes are depicted in Fig. 5 . The remaining level is midway between the bounds.
There were a total of 81 possible product profiles. The SAWTOOTH software package was used to organize the profiles in to random designs for each participant. Each survey question presented three design alternatives for the participants to choose from. A sample trial is shown in Fig. 6 .
Each survey consisted of 18 questions to build the preference model, six hold out questions, and a repeat question to check for consistency. The SAWTOOTH SSI web tool was used to administer the survey. Participants were recruited using Amazon.com's Mechanical Turk site. There were a total of 109 survey participants. The average participant age was 38.5-yr old; there were 45 male and 64 female participants. Each participant was over 18-yr old.
In this case, no information about which, if any, interaction effects were important was available beforehand. Consequently, there was no guidance on whether main effects model could sufficiently represent preference. As shown previously, the impact interaction effects can have on model performance ranges from negligible to critical. A full factorial of choice sets would require 81 questions. This would be a fairly long survey, especially with the inclusion of hold out questions. As an alternative, each participant was given a random survey. The random approach has been shown to be robust in situations where the importance of interactions is not known beforehand [20] .
Results. Two approaches were taken to model the preference exhibited in this case. First, the script developed by Train [21] was used to implement MLE and solve for b. The results presented in Table 4 show the main, first, and first-, second-, and third-order interaction effects models performed better than the null model. Due to the large number, the regression coefficients are not listed. The models that included interaction effects outperformed the main effects model on all metrics.
Many of the first-and second-order interactions in these models were found to be statistically significant, and the presence of higher order interactions improved predictive capability measured via HR and MASE. For example, in the model with first-order effects there is a significant interaction that indicates respondents preferred low ground clearance on vehicles that had a long hood length. But significance of specific effects is not strongly robust over the different model specifications, and interpretation becomes challenging when many higher order interactions are present as intuitions may not hold.
Next, the latent class analysis routine within the SAWTOOTH software package was used to develop main effects model as well as one that included first-order interactions (higher order interactions were not available in SAWTOOTH) based on the survey responses. There were five segments in each model sized [13.50%, 45.20%, 17.90%, 9.00%, and 14.40%] and [10.00%, 43.30%, 10.00%, 27.70%, and 9.00%], respectively. Table 5 summarizes the performance of these models. As with the single-segment models, results from the multisegment models show better performance than the null model and improvement in all metrics when interactions are included in the model. A large percentage of the respondents remained in a single segment while the other segments were much closer in size to each other suggesting there was some heterogeneity in the dataset. However, the multisegmented model that included first-order interaction performed comparably to the single-segment model.
Overall, these results suggest that while it is possible to model preference for shapes without them, in many cases first order and even higher order interaction effects are important. Models that assume without evidence that higher order interactions are negligible in visual conjoint are at risk of introducing substantial bias and error. These results have important implications for engineering design. In some cases, there is a direct link between esthetic form and functional performance. For example, in the previously cited work by Tseng et al. [8] efforts are made to optimize esthetics, the vehicle's silhouette, and performance, aerodynamics, concurrently. The ability to accurately model preference for product form can be an important part of the design process that leads to more desirable products.
Discussion
In this work, the role of interaction effects in visual conjoint analysis was explored through two case studies. In case 1, main effects models are shown to be sufficient when interactions are known to be negligible. The interaction effects model slightly underperforms compared to main effects model. This is most likely caused by over fitting resulting from including the interaction terms. This example demonstrates how erroneously including interaction terms can negatively impact performance. One additional area of interest that will be explored further in future work is the relationship between the part-worths and the predefined scores. These case results illustrate how large the difference in performance can be between main effects and firstorder interaction effects models when interactions are important to respondents. The interaction effects model outperforms the main effects model by 24% and 22% on HR and MASE, respectively. Inaccuracies in these types of models can negatively impact the design process as design decisions resulting from such models can lead to the development of undesirable products.
In case 1, the survey design that included only a subset of all possible choice sets (e.g., a full factorial of profiles organized randomly into choice sets) produced similar results on average as using all possible choice sets. However, some 100% D-efficient survey designs result in substantially lower performance than others, indicating that random assignment of profiles to choice sets can introduce error [19] . This error is mitigated if every respondent receives different randomized choice sets.
In case 2, most of the model performance improved with the inclusion of first-order interaction effects. In practice, firms use prior experience with products to select the subset of interaction effects which are expected to be significant. This set is likely to include some first-order effects and few, if any, higher order effects. The improvement in model performance gained from including second-and third-order interaction effects suggests that these effects should be investigated before assuming them negligible. This is particularly true when prior product data are unavailable. The single-segment model saw additional improvement with the inclusion of second-and third-order interaction effects suggesting that prior literature on vehicle shape preference that has ignored interactions may have bias and error in the interpretation of coefficients (importance of attributes) and in choice predictions. Although the multisegmented model indicated clear differences in preferences between the segments, the inclusion of first-order interactions proved to have a positive impact on overall model performance.
One limitation in this work is that the MLE approach is reliant on the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) assumption. IIA was a reasonable assumption to make in case 1 as all of the simulated respondents selected the design with the highest score regardless of the other alternatives. In case 2, it is unclear whether this assumption holds. As an alternative to MLE, a hierarchical Bayesian approach can be employed. As such methods are more robust to IIA, they will be pursued in the future [22] .
Conclusion
Since individual products vary so greatly it is difficult to make generalizations about the significance of interaction effects that will apply in all situations. However, in light of the results of these case studies the authors make two recommendations. First, 094503-4 / Vol. 137, SEPTEMBER 2015
Transactions of the ASME because shape parameters are generally parts of a whole it is likely that the parameters that make up a shape and preference for those parameters will depend on one another in some fashion. It is recommended that models of shape preference include at least first-order interaction effects. Exploration into this possibility is preferred before opting for a fractional factorial design. Second, in the absence of prior knowledge of whether or not interactions are important for a given model parameterization, randomized designs should be used. This approach requires more data for a given level of statistical significance but is capable of estimating all interaction effects and averaging out bias associated with how the design profiles are organized into choice sets. Conjoint studies that assume without evidence that interactions are negligible and inappropriately use theory designed for cases where interactions are negligible (such as fractional factorial designs and main effects model specifications) can introduce substantial bias in interpretation and prediction. While this has always been an issue with conjoint studies, interaction effects appear to be particularly pronounced in visual conjoint applications, and we urge a correspondingly heightened degree of awareness and caution.
